I Found a baby Duck or Goose, NOW WHAT?!
Wild birds live near our homes and work places. Sometimes they need help and
sometimes they do not, but how can you tell? Of the 200-500 orphaned baby
ducklings we receive every year MOST are due to caring people interfering with mom
and her babies. If you are ever in doubt, as to what to do, please call us first. The
Duckling/Gosling’s best chance of survival is with its parent.

Fact or Myth?

Is duckling or gosling injured or sick?

Mother ducks nest away from water.

No

Yes

Place the duckling
or gosling in a box
with a folded towel in
the bottom. Cover the
box securely and put
in a quiet place away
from children, pets
and noises. If it is
fuzzy and doesn’t
have normal
feathers, provide
supplemental heat by
placing a heating pad
on “low” under half of
the box.
DO NOT FEED OR
GIVE WATER. DO
NOT put IN water.
Call a licensed
wildlife rehabilitator

Fact: Often mother ducks nest far away from water
and then lead their ducklings to water soon after
hatching. This is when you may see a mother and
her babies traveling, please let her take her planned
route and do not chase or separate her from her
babies—that can be deadly to the babies.

Is the
duckling or
gosling with
parents?

Yes
Leave the
Duckling or
gosling alone.
The parent(s)
will care for it.

No

Is the duckling or
gosling “fuzzy”
looking?
See photos below.

No
Yes

Normal Feathers
This young duck
or goose might be
old enough to be
alone. A licensed
rehabber can
help you decide.
DO NOT FEED or
GIVE WATER.
Call WRCNU
801-814-7888

It is illegal to keep a wild animal without a
permit, even if you are trying to care for it and
plan to release it.

Fact: Wild animal care requires very specific skills
and knowledge. Wildlife Rehabbers are licensed by
Utah DWR and the U.S. FWS to rehabilitate wildlife,
and are the only ones permitted to treat wild
animals; this gives them the best chance of survival.
Orphaned baby ducks like to be cuddled, pet,
and talked to.

Myth: they are TERRIFIED of us and think we are
predators who want to EAT THEM! Placing them in a
dark covered box where they are not able to see or
hear us helps to keep them calm.
Placing a duckling near a pond is fine and safe.

Myth: A duckling can not survive on its own without
Do NOT try to reintroduce the duckling or gosling to a
family with similar age babies. Adult ducks will often kill
babies that are not theirs and geese may or may not
except a new baby.
Place the duckling or gosling in a box with a folded towel in
the bottom. Cover the box securely and put in a quiet place
away from children, pets and noises. Provide supplemental
heat by placing a heating pad on “low” under half of the box.

its mother's warmth and protection from predators.
Ducklings without a mother will perish.

DO NOT FEED or GIVE WATER.

Call WRCNU
801-814-7888
Right: This duckling is getting
normal “mature” feathers and
may not need mom. Call A
licensed Rehabber for advice.

Left: This
duckling is fuzzy
and still needs its
mother.

